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Photonic crystal optics:

Top of negative group velocity band. (Folded up bands) can have a “negative” refractive index, but typically |n| 
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Photonic crystal optics: Manipulate and guiding light using dispersion surfaces



Group velocity



Energy transport velocity



r r Vg = Ve



Vg = ∇ krω r r S nkr (r ) Ve = U nkr (r ) Gradient of the constant frequency surfaces governs the flow of light in photonic crystals



Notami, PRB 62, 10696 (2000)



2D hexagonal Photonic crystal: Left (vanishing small index contrast): A: Transmitted beam B: Diffracted beam Point C: superprism effect: propagation angle sensitive to incident angle and wavelength Right (stronger contrast): Beam A forbidden by gap opening Apparent negative refraction



Constant frequency surface is usually isotropic near band top close to a band gap: It becomes meaningful to talk about a refractive index



Effective refractive index is meaningful here (Snell law holds) Note that it can be negative and less than 1.



Negative refraction using photonic crystals



• Top of negative group velocity band (Folded up bands) can have a “negative” refractive index, but typically |n| 
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